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Brief Description of
Research Project

This work will develop a data-driven mapping platform for
assessing local and regional economic development,
employment, entrepreneurship, and industry cluster
development opportunities related to New Mobility, starting
with southeast Michigan as the initial prototype area. The
mapping activity will assemble through a GIS-based toolset, a
dynamic visualization and geospatialization platform to
illuminate existing material and economic flows between related
sector agents, as well as to identify network gaps via
methodologies related to value-chain mapping.
In general, this suite of network visualization tools relates
specifically to New Mobility industry and enterprise, fills an
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important analysis gap and will result in more informed decision
making and innovation by governments, large business,
entrepreneurs and other innovators. The work addresses the
specific interests of project partners by integrating diverse sets
of data and interrelations that operate within ‘blind spots’ of
individual sector participants. The tools proposed for
development aim to result in more informed decision-making
and risk assessment in emerging sectors, while identifying the
priority strategic actions Michigan policy and business leadership
can advance that support the growth of the new mobility
industry sector in Michigan. The proposed tools will be
developed with the intent that process and product can be
scaled and translated to other sites and globally.
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